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General regulations
1. These regulations identify terms and conditions for placement of ads on websites
(gazetaprawna.pl, dziennik.pl, forsal.pl and di.com.pl) whose publisher is Infor PL S.A.
with its registered office in Warsaw, hereinafter referred to as the Contractor.
2. Further on in these Regulations, the Principal is defined as an entity commissioning the
ad.
3. An advertising order submitted by the Principal is the basis for the placement of ads
on websites by the Contractor.
4. The terms and conditions for the placement of ads have been specified in advertising
orders and these general regulations, hereinafter referred to as the Regulations.
5. Submission of an advertising order implies consent to these regulations for placing
ads.
6. The Principal commits itself to submit the advertising order in writing by fax or by email
(as a confirmation of a previous booking):
a) mailing, standard ads – no later than 3 working days before the scheduled start date
of the campaign;
b) non-standard ads, rich media, dedicated websites, sponsored articles – no later than
21 working days before the scheduled start date of the campaign;
7. The Principal commits itself to deliver correct advertising materials by electronic means:
a) mailing, standard ads – no later than 2 working days before the scheduled start date
of the campaign;
b) sponsored articles – no later than 7 working days before the scheduled start date of
the campaign;
c) non-standard ads, rich media, dedicated websites – no later than 16 working days
before the scheduled start date of the campaign;
8. All advertising formats designed for release on Infor PL S.A. websites should meet the
terms and conditions of the technical specification for advertising formats.
9. In the event of failure to submit correct advertising materials specified in the order, the
order shall be deemed performed.
10. The Contractor verifies advertising materials in terms of their compliance with the
technical specification and, in the event of non-compliance, may not allow or
discontinue their release. Should materials be found inconsistent with the specification,
the advertiser is committed to deliver materials consistent with the specification of
Infor PL S.A.
11. The display of an ad on websites does not mean that Infor PL S.A. has determined that
the ad complies with the technical specification.
12. Regardless of the content of the submitted order, the Contractor reserves the right to
refuse to release an ad if it believes that the delivered materials fail to meet technical
parameters that are an integral part of these Regulations.
13. The Contractor holds the right to refuse to release ads if their content or format stands
in conflict with the programming policy or the profile of the website or due to an
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inappropriate or injurious nature of advertising materials. It also reserves the right to
refuse to release or cease to release any ad, if it deems it to be disruptive or injurious
to website users. In addition, the Principal has the right to refuse to release an ad, if it
is illegal or violates the regulations in force.
14. The Contractor will notify the Principal in writing of its refusal to release an ad no later
than 2 business days after the date of receipt of the contested materials.
15. The Contractor is not liable for any delays in the display of the campaign resulting from
the Principal's failure to provide content that conforms to the specification within the
stipulated timeframe.
16. Should content be provided in flash or rich media format, it is necessary to submit an
alternative version of the ready-to-use content in a simple graphic format (jpg, gif,
animated gif) to be displayed when the browser prevents the display of content in
more advanced formats. Advertising materials delivered in a compressed format
should be compressed in zip. format.
17. Cancellation of the order at a later date than:
a) 2 working days before the release of standard ads/ mailing;
b) 7 working days before the release of a sponsored article, non-standard ad, rich
media, dedicated websites; the Contractor holds the right to charge the Principal with
100% of the agreed advertising fee.

Regulations relating to ads
1. Advertising materials (files) should be named in line with the following template:
advertiser/campaign_name_size.extension e.g.: infor_biznes_160x600.jpg
2. File names can contain only alphanumeric characters without Polish characters.
3. Implementation of mechanisms that track user interactions is prohibited.
4. It is also prohibited to modify or read cookies.
5. The advertising material must not cause errors.
6. The advertising material cannot interfere with operations of the website on which it is
displayed.
7. Sound in ads:
a) audio in ads can only be played following an action performed by the user (click);
b) if the ad comes with the sound, it should provide an option to have it activated
and deactivated.
8. The advertiser is accountable for the technical design of the ad, audio file functionality
and its adequate performance.
9. Expanding the ad:
a) the ad may be expanded to a standard size when you hover over or click on it (sizes
of individual ads have been specified in the specification below);
b) the ad must collapse when you move away from the ad or click. In the latter case,
the ad should contain the “COLLAPSE” or “CLOSE” text or the “X” button in its top right
hand corner. The minimum size of the close button is 14x14 pixels. The minimum font
height in the word “CLOSE” is 12 pixels.
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Overall information Image
1. Admissible file format: gif, jpg.
2. Detailed specification of each format is available in the specification below.

Overall information html
1. Due to its diversity, after its provision by the client, HTML5 serving code must be each
time tested and approved by the Publisher. All ready-to-use advertising materials
essential to launch the campaign must be delivered no later than 5 working days before
their display.
2. The handbook with guidelines on the optimum ad design in HTML5 is available HERE
or the official IAB website (English version).
3. The overall performance of the ad must comply with the requirements described in the
technical specification for a given format. None of its elements may interfere
with operations of the Publisher’s website or other ads.
4. Code elements:
a) Elements of HTML5 ad code include: the HTML file, scripting libraries (JavaScript),
style sheet files with unique names (CSS3), graphics, and optional elements such as
video
and
rich
media.
All
elements
must
be
submitted
in the format of a compressed .zip. file;
b) all components of the code must be hosted entirely by the Partner, e.g. Doubleclick,
or entirely on the Publisher's servers;
c) if the weight of the ad (including the downloaded code) exceeds standard weight
(including JavaScript libraries), the client shall pay the standard additional charge for
exceeding the ad weight specified in the price list;
d) ads must be designed to be displayed in the RWD technology (correct performance
when container/ browser window sizes changes);
e) ads cannot use jQuery libraries;
f) the code must be compliant with Friendly iFrame;
g) The code must be able to support variables that count clicks in the Publisher's
display systems. This may be enabled, for example, by the clickTag method;
h) in order to read parameters transferred to the ad (including click measurement
scripts), please attach the following code to the beginning of the of <body> of the ad
code:
<script type="text/javascript">
var parsed = (document.location.href.split('#')[1]||'').split('&');
var params = parsed.reduce(function (params, param) {
var param = param.split('=');
params[param[0]] = decodeURIComponent(param.slice(1).join('='));
return params;
}, {});
</script>
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The ad in the main HTML file should feature a variable to which the ad’s target address
may be transferred. Assigned to this variable should be the value read from the
parameters
transferred
automatically
to
the
ad
which
is
located
in the variable params.clickTag (after executing the parameter-reading code).
Presented below is an example where the target address should be assigned to the
global variable clickTag:
<script>
...
//place the address of the landing page in the variable clickTag, e.g.:
//clickTag='https://www.gemius.pl';
clickTag=params.clickTag; //transfers the value read from the parameters
...
</script>

5. HTML5 copies are incompatible with Internet Explorer browser version 8 and earlier
versions. Ad display in these browsers will be deactivated.
6. The Publisher does not provide data related to user’s interaction within a HTML5 ad.
Such functionality should be ensured by the ad’s code.
7. First loading time of the ad is the universal point for measuring ad display.
8. In case of drop-down ads containing a video or non-standard ads, the Publisher
reserves the right to identify additional requirements that must be met before release.
9. Standard CPU load requirements apply to HTML5 ads:
a) ads, regardless of their type, must not overload the GPU to an extent that
significantly impedes functionalities of other apps on the computer. A standard
computer equipped with a single-core GPU clocked at 2 GHz is used to determine the
load on the GPU;
b) ads permanently present on the website (e.g. billboards, half-pages - standard,
drop-down, etc.) may load a standard computer at max. 30%;
c) ads that may be closed by the user (toplayers, etc.) may load a standard computer
at max. 40%.
d) the permitted temporary increase in the load of a GPU of a standard computer is up
to twice the value of the standard load or up to 60% of the load for advertising formats
permanently present on the website and up to 80% for drop-down advertising formats,
respectively, if the increase lasts 2 seconds and takes place only once during at least
10 seconds of animation.
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Specification of ad products
1. Billboard
OVERVIEW: A graphic ad positioned at the top or under the website menu. It may be
static or animated.
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
WEIGHT
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 40 kB
750x100px
HTML
up to 150 kB
PLACEMENT: Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl*
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Infor.pl
* not displayed on Infor.pl home page

2. Double Billboard
OVERVIEW: A graphic ad positioned at the top or under the website menu. It may be
static or animated.
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
WEIGHT
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 50 kB
750x200px
HTML
up to 150 kB
PLACEMENT: Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl*
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Infor.pl
* not displayed on Infor.pl home page

3. Triple Billboard
OVERVIEW: A graphic ad positioned at the top or under the website menu. It may be
static or animated.
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
WEIGHT
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 60 kB
750x300px
HTML
up to 150 kB
PLACEMENT: Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl*
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
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Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Infor.pl
* not displayed on Infor.pl home page

4. Wideboard
OVERVIEW: A graphic ad positioned at the top of the website. It may be static or
animated.
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
WEIGHT
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 60 kB
970x200px
HTML
up to 150 kB
PLACEMENT: Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl*
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Infor.pl
* not displayed on Infor.pl home page

5. Double Wideboard
OVERVIEW: A graphic ad positioned at the top of the website. It may be static or
animated.
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
WEIGHT
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 60 kB
970x300px
HTML
up to 150 kB
PLACEMENT: Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl*
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Infor.pl
* not displayed on Infor.pl home page

6. Mega Double Wideboard
OVERVIEW: A graphic ad positioned at the top of the website. It may be static or
animated.
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
WEIGHT
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 60 kB
1140x300px
HTML
up to 150 kB
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PLACEMENT: Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl*
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Infor.pl
* not displayed on Infor.pl home page

7. Megaboard
OVERVIEW: A graphic ad positioned at the top of the website. It may be static or
animated.
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
WEIGHT
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 100 kB
1140x600px
HTML
up to 150 kB
PLACEMENT: Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl*
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Infor.pl
* not displayed on Infor.pl home page

8. Multiscreening
OVERVIEW: A graphic ad positioned at the top of the website. It may be static
or animated. Multiscreening integrates the main banner with website margins.
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
WEIGHT
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 50 kB
750x200px
HTML
up to 150 kB
up to 60 kB
750x300px, 970x200px, 970x300px, JPG, PNG, GIF
1140x300px
HTML
up to 150 kB
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 100 kB
1140x600px
HTML
up to 150 kB
Wallpaper:
Each website has a different structure. While creating a wallpaper, you should take into
consideration the width of the content and the protective area in the format of a static top
bar. Content width for websites stands at:
• gazetaprawna.pl – 1176px
• dziennik.pl –1176px
• forsal.pl –1176px
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•

infor.pl –1200px

Protection area of the menu bar with the height of:
• dziennik.pl: 200px
• forsal.pl: 250px
• gazetaprawna.pl: 300px
• infor.pl: 113px
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
1920x1080px
JPG, PNG, GIF

WEIGHT
up to 160 kB

PLACEMENT: Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl*
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Infor.pl
* not displayed on Infor.pl home page

9. 300 panel
OVERVIEW: A graphic ad positioned at the top of the website. It may be static or
animated. Displayed only on the home page of the website.
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
WEIGHT
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 60 kB
1140x300px
HTML
up to 150 kB
PLACEMENT: Home pages of websites – Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Infor.pl

10. 600 panel
OVERVIEW: A graphic ad positioned at the top of the website. It may be static or
animated. Displayed only on the home page of the website.
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
WEIGHT
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 60 kB
1140x600px
HTML
up to 150 kB
PLACEMENT: Home pages of websites – Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
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Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Infor.pl

11. A banner inserted in an article
OVERVIEW: A graphic ad positioned under the lead of an article. It may be static
or animated. Displayed exclusively on pages featuring articles.
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
WEIGHT
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 50 kB
650x200px, 750x200px
HTML
up to 150 kB
PLACEMENT: Articles on website pages – Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl

12. Main Branding
OVERVIEW: A drop-down advertising format positioned in the upper part of
the website, above the navigation bar. It consists of three elements in JPG format: the basic
bar (1920x100px), an expanded ad (1920x450px) and a scrolling ad (1920x50px).
Each ad must come with two separate JPG files enclosed: 152x42px “EXPAND” and
“COLLAPSE” buttons.
While designing an ad, please keep in mind that the protection area of both of its sides
should be maintained. “EXPAND” and “COLLAPSE” buttons will be embedded by the
publisher in the right bottom corner of the ad. No phone number, website address,
description of the website sponsor, sponsor of the day, website partner may be placed on
the ad.
A detailed overview of the layout of ad elements has been presented on diagrams. The
blue field (1180px) is the area of the main advertising claim. The grey area is the so-called
protection area which may not be visible for users with low resolutions; this area should
form the background/ filler of the ad.
Bars:
SIZE
1920x100px / 1920x450px / 1920x50px

FILE FORMAT
JPG, PNG, GIF

WEIGHT
up to 200 kB

Buttons:
SIZE
152x42px

FILE FORMAT
JPG, PNG, GIF

WEIGHT
up to 10 kB
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PLACEMENT: Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Infor.pl

13. Rectangle desktop
OVERVIEW: A 300x250 pixel ad displayed in the right-hand column of the page and under
the article.
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
WEIGHT
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 50 kB
300x250px
HTML
up to 150 kB
PLACEMENT: Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl*, Gazetaprawna.pl*, Infor.pl*
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Infor.pl
* not displayed on Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl home page

14. Halfpage desktop
OVERVIEW: A 300x600 pixel ad displayed in the right-hand column of the page.
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
WEIGHT
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 60 kB
300x600px
HTML
up to 150 kB
PLACEMENT: Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl*, Gazetaprawna.pl*, Infor.pl*
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Infor.pl
* not displayed on Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl home page

15. Rectangle mobile
OVERVIEW: An ad in the form of a rectangle with dimensions of 300x250 pixels displayed
in the centre of the page. It may be static or animated.
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
WEIGHT
300x250px
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 50 kB
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HTML

up to 100 kB

PLACEMENT: Main website pages – Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Infor.pl
* mobile previews should be checked on a phone or using a mobile responsive browser
preview

16. Halfpage mobile
OVERVIEW: An ad in the form of a rectangle with dimensions of 300x600 pixels or 335x280
pixels displayed in the centre of the page. It may be static or animated.
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
WEIGHT
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 60 kB
300x600px, 336x280px
HTML
up to 100 kB
PLACEMENT: Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Infor.pl
* mobile previews should be checked on a phone or using a mobile responsive browser
preview

17. Sticky Ad mobile
OVERVIEW: Sticky Ad is a bar attached to the bottom of the screen that follows the
user while browsing the page. In the upper right corner there is an X button to close the
ad. The ad is displayed by default with capping 1.
SIZE
FILE FORMAT
WEIGHT
320x50px
JPG, PNG, GIF
up to 40 kB
PLACEMENT: Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl
Ad preview Dziennik.pl
Ad preview Forsal.pl
Ad preview Gazetaprawna.pl
Ad preview Infor.pl
* mobile previews should be checked on a phone or using a mobile responsive browser
preview
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18. Preroll (Instream)
OVERVIEW: Video In-Stream is a video ad displayed in a player with editorial video
content. Pre-roll is displayed before the editorial video, and the editorial video is displayed
after it ends. The minimum acceptable resolution is 1280x720 pixels; the recommended
resolution is 1920x1080 pixels.
In case of codes: Codes compliant with VAST 3.0 or 4.0 supporting SSL (https)
communication.
Format: MP4
Maximum weight: 30 MB
Clip duration: 15 or 30 seconds
Proportions: 16:9
Bitrate: min. 2000 kbps, recommended 4000 kbps
Video codec: H.264
Audio codec: AAC
FPS: min. 25 FPS, recommended 60 FPS
PLACEMENT: Dziennik.pl, Forsal.pl, Gazetaprawna.pl, Infor.pl (exclusive of SG)

19. Video Out-Stream
Video Out-Stream is a video ad displayed in the content of the article; the advertising space
disappears when video has been displayed.
A format available on gazetaprawna.pl, dziennik.pl, forsal.pl (exclusive of SG), infor.pl.
Maximum VIDEO weight: 30 MB
Resolution: min. 640x480px, max. 1920x1080px
Proportions: 16:9
File format: mov, mp4, mpeg
Video duration: up to 30 seconds
Codec: any codec, except for: ProRes 4444, HDV 720p60, Go2 Spotkanie 3 and 4, ER AAC
LD, redCode

20. Mailing
Required coding: UTF-8
Ad language: HTML5 (ZIP)
Maximum total mailing weight: 100 kB
In addition to content, it is essential to enclose the following information to
distributed mailing:
1. advertiser’s details: full name, address
2. email subject
3. name of the email’s sender
14
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4. test addresses
A HTML ad should be prepared as follows:
1. the visual should be placed in a catalogue /img
2. mailing should be delivered in “tables” (using the <table> selector
and cellspacing, cellpadding markers plus border with values “0”);
Mailing created with <div> selectors cannot be displayed correctly in the inbox;
3. styles cannot be downloaded from an external source; they must be saved in
a html file; JavaScript, frames and dynamic HTML elements cannot be placed in HTML
code;
4. graphic elements, e.g. background cannot be placed in styles (selected mailing
software struggles with downloading these visuals);
5. all values width, height, class, etc. should be placed in markers ” ” e.g. width=”100”, <p
class=”style1”>content</p>;
6. the redirecting link should be compliant with the “https” protocol; the ad should
be linked by the client;
7. we recommend to keep the title of the mailing shorter than 60 characters (including
spaces);
8. recommended mailing width is 650px.
NOTE: HTML mailing with external images, open offline will not download images – a blank
space will be left. We recommend using downloaded elements as sparsely as possible.
After dispatching test mailing, please confirm your approval of:
1. technical aspects (correctness of own measuring codes, if any);
2. graphic aspects (does the test conform to the original ad).
Infor.pl does not guarantee the correct display of HTML ads for all clients and email
systems, especially Lotus and Gmail (Google Mail) systems.
Infor PL S.A. ensures mailing rollout and monitoring.
The creator of the ad ensures compatibility of the ad with popular mail systems available on
the market (Outlook Express, Outlook MS, Mozilla Thunderbird), especially Lotus systems.
Email inboxes may have problems with reading CSS styles correctly.

21. Partner/ sponsored article
Number of characters, including spaces: 5,000
Number of characters in the title: up to 40
Article content: should be related to the theme of the website
The content of the article should be delivered in a text file (.txt) or MS Word (.docx) format,
while graphic forms should be delivered as jpg/gif files.
If the article contains links, they should be embedded in the text or MS Word file.
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Linking in articles should come only with the “nofollow” attribute.
When work on commissioned texts comes to an end and texts are not placed within 30 days
due to the client’s fault, INFOR PL S.A. Group holds the right to invoice 50% of the value of
the order.
The article may contain up to 3 graphic elements. Each graphic element may weight up to 50
kB Graphic format: .jpg or .png
Partner/ sponsored articles may contain:
• a photo gallery
• a video (from the client or a dedicated short statement)
• Quiz
• infographics or video graphics
• may also contain words (max. 5) that will link to the client's LP/website or include
a link under the article
Partner and sponsored articles may be promoted with a box on the website’s home page for
up to 7 days. Boxes promoting the article are embedded in editorial modules placed
permanently on the website.
PLACEMENT: Dziennik.pl:

PLACEMENT: Forsal.pl:
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22. Partner/ sponsored module
A partner/ sponsored module is a small block of a text consisting of several articles that
share the same topic or are related to the same event (e.g. a conference).
www.dziennik.pl website:
• a 3-element module placed on the website’s home page above “Polecamy” (We
Recommend) module
• it comes with an editable title that may be linked to any given element (website, a
separate LP, pdf)
• the module is responsive (desktop + mobile)
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•
•
•
•

a 4-element module placed on the website’s home page below “Technologie”
(Technologies) module
it comes with an editable title that may be linked to any given element (website, a
separate LP, pdf)
a tag may be added - a partner or sponsored module, a partner’s logotype may be also
added (only in desktop version, up to 3 logotypes)
the module is responsive (desktop + mobile)

www.forsal.pl website:
• a 5-element module placed on the website’s home page; module positioning depends
on its contents; it must be agreed each time with the website’s editorial team;
• it comes with an editable title that may be linked to any given element (website, a
separate LP, pdf)
• a tag may be added - a partner or sponsored module, a partner’s logotype may be also
added (only in desktop version, up to 3 logotypes)
• the module is responsive (desktop + mobile)

•
•
•

a 7-element module placed on the website’s home page; module positioning depends
on its contents, to be agreed each time with the website’s editorial team;
it comes with an editable title that may be linked to any given element (website, a
separate LP, pdf)
a tag may be added - a partner or sponsored module, a partner’s logotype may be also
added (only in desktop version, up to 3 logotypes)
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•

the module is responsive (desktop + mobile)
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Centre for Advertising
ul. Burakowska 14, 01-066 Warsaw
Email address: br_internet@infor.pl

www.gazetaprawna.pl website:
• the module may consist of 4, 6 or 8 elements; module positioning depends on its
contents, to be agreed each time with the website’s editorial team;
• it comes with an editable title that may be linked to any given element (website, a
separate LP, pdf)
• a tag may be added - a partner or sponsored module
• a bar with partners’ logotypes may be positioned under the module
• the module is responsive (desktop + mobile)

23. Newsletter
SIZE
750x200px

FILE FORMAT
JPG, PNG, GIF
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WEIGHT
up to 30 kB

